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Abstract
A finite strain multiscale hydro-mechanical model is established via an extended Hill–Mandel condition for two-phase porous
media. By assuming that the effective stress principle holds at unit cell scale, we established a micro-to-macro transition that
links the micromechanical responses at grain scale to the macroscopic effective stress responses, while modeling the fluid phase
only at the macroscopic continuum level. We propose a dual-scale semi-implicit scheme, which treats macroscopic responses
implicitly and microscopic responses explicitly. The dual-scale model is shown to have good convergence rate, and is stable and
robust. By inferring effective stress measure and poro-plasticity parameters, such as porosity, Biot’s coefficient and Biot’s modulus
from micro-scale simulations, the multiscale model is able to predict effective poro-elasto-plastic responses without introducing
additional phenomenological laws. The performance of the proposed framework is demonstrated via a collection of representative
numerical examples. Fabric tensors of the representative elementary volumes are computed and analyzed via the anisotropic critical
state theory when strain localization occurs.
c⃝ 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Multiscale poromechanics; Semi-implicit scheme; Homogenization; Discrete-continuum coupling; DEM–FEM; Anisotropic critical
state
1. Introduction
A two-phase fluid-infiltrating porous solid is made of a solid matrix and a pore space saturated by fluid. When
subjected to external loading, the mechanical responses of the porous solid strongly depend on whether and how pore
fluid diffuses inside the pore space. The classical approach to model the fluid–solid interaction in a porous solid is to
consider it as a mixture continuum in the macroscopic scale. At each continuum material point, a fraction of volume is
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occupied by one or multiple types of fluid, while the rest of volume is occupied by the solid constituent. A governing
equation can then be derived from balance principles of the mixture [1–5]. One key ingredient for the success of this
continuum approach is the effective stress principle, which postulates that the external loading imposed on porous
solid is partially carried by the solid skeleton and partially supported by the fluid [6,2,7,8]. By assuming that the total
stress is a linear combination of the effective stress of the solid skeleton and the pore pressure of interstitial fluid,
analytical and numerical solutions can be sought once a proper set of constitutive laws is identified to relate effective
stress with strain and internal variables, and Darcy’s velocity with pore pressure can be identified even though effective
stress cannot be measured directly [1,9–13]. In recent years, the advancement of computational resources has led to
the development of numerous finite element models that employ the effective stress principle [14–19]. Nevertheless,
modeling the complex path-dependent responses for geomaterials remains a big challenge [20]. This difficulty is
partly due to the need to incorporate a large amount of internal variables and material parameters, which makes the
calibration more difficult. Another difficulty is due to the weak underpinning of the phenomenological approach to
replicate anisotropy caused by changes of micro-structures and fabric [21].
A conceptually simple but computational expensive remedy to resolve this issue is to explicitly model the micro-
scopic fluid–solid interaction. In fact, this approach has been widely used to study sedimentation problems. Previous
work, such as [22–27], has obtained various degree of successes in simulating fluidized granular beds by establishing
information exchange mechanism among discrete element model and fluid solvers. For a subset of two-phase prob-
lems in which the length scale of interest is larger than the grain diameter and the fluid flow is laminar, the pore-scale
interstitial fluid motion is often not resolved but instead modeled via a locally averaged Navier–Stokes equations
(LANS) that couples with DEM via a parametric drag force [28,26]. By assuming that a weak separation of scale is
valid, this meso-scale approach essentially couples the large scale Navier–Stokes fluid motion with grain-scale DEM
model that captures the granular flow nature via interface force. While this method is found to be very efficient for
mixing problem, coupling the macroscopic flow at meso-scale via force-based interaction is not without limitations.
First, the simulated hydro-mechanical coupling effect is highly sensitive to the fluid drag force model chosen to repli-
cate the particle–fluid interaction. This can lead to complications for calibration and material identification, as the
expressions of these fluid drag forces are often empirically correlated by the local porosity, Reynolds number and
other factors such as the diameter of the particles, [29]. Furthermore, the meso-scale fluid–particle simulations still
require significant computational resources when a large number of particles are involved.
The purpose of this study is to propose a new multiscale hydro-mechanical model that (1) provides the physical
underpinning from discrete element simulations, (2) resolves the problems associated with the phenomenological
nature of drag force, and (3) improves the efficiency of large-scale problems. Our target is a sub-class of problems in
which the solid skeleton is composed of particulate assemblies in solid state (rather than granular flow) and the porous
space is fully saturated with a single type of pore fluid in laminar regime. As in the previous work for particle–fluid
system [28,26], we also adopt the assumption that a weak separation of scale exists between the motion of solid
particles and that of the pore fluid. Our major departure is the way we employ this weak separation of the pore fluid to
establish hydro-mechanical coupling across length scales. Instead of using the phenomenological drag force model to
establish coupling, we use the effective stress principle to partition the macroscopic total stress as the sum of effective
stress, which comes from microscopic DEM simulation, and the fluid contribution, which comes from the Biot’s
coefficient inferred from DEM assemblies and the pore pressure updated from a total Lagrangian poromechanics
finite element solver.
The coupled transient problem requires a time integration scheme to advance numerical solution from known solid
displacement un and pore-fluid pressure p
f
n at time tn to unknowns un+1 and p fn+1 at the next time step tn+1 = tn+∆t .
Explicit integration scheme has been employed in multiscale dynamic analysis of soils [30]. This method is simple in
the sense that it advances solutions without solving system of equations. However, it often requires small time steps
in order to achieve numerical stability, and when coupling with DEM solver, the condition is even more stringent.
Another approach, the implicit scheme, has the possibility of attaining unconditional stability, but the linearization
of variational equations, equation solving and iterations require much computational cost per time step. To make a
trade-off, Hughes et al. [31] and Prevost [32] suggest the usage of an implicit–explicit predictor/multicorrector scheme
in nonlinear hydro-mechanical transient problem. Our main contribution in this study is the extension of this method to
multiscale coupling problems. We suggest a distinct treatment of the elastic and plastic component of material stiffness
homogenized from DEM microstructures. Accordingly, an information exchange scheme is established between the
FEM and DEM solvers.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first describe the homogenization theory for saturated
porous media serving as the framework for micro–macro transitions. Then, the discrete-continuum coupling model in
the finite deformation range is presented in Section 3. The details of the multiscale semi-implicit method are provided
in Section 4, with an emphasis placed on how the material properties homogenized from DEM are employed in the
semi-implicit FEM-mixed-DEM solution scheme. Selected problems in geomechanics are simulated via the proposed
method to study its performance and their results are presented in Section 5. Finally, concluding remarks are given in
Section 6.
As for notations and symbols, bold-faced letters denote tensors; the symbol ‘·’ denotes a single contraction of
adjacent indices of two tensors (e.g. a · b = ai bi or c · d = ci j d jk); the symbol ‘:’ denotes a double contraction of
adjacent indices of tensor of rank two or higher (e.g. C : ϵe = Ci jklϵekl ); the symbol ‘⊗’ denotes a juxtaposition of two
vectors (e.g. a⊗ b = ai b j ) or two symmetric second order tensors (e.g. (α ⊗ β) = αi jβkl ). As for sign conventions,
we consider the direction of the tensile stress and dilative pressure as positive. We impose a superscript (·)DEM on a
variable to emphasize that such variable is inferred from DEM.
2. Homogenization theory for porous media
In this section, we describe the homogenization theory we adopt to establish the DEM-mixed-FEM coupling model
for fully saturated porous media. Previous work for dry granular materials, such as [33–36], has demonstrated that a
hierarchical discrete-continuum coupling model can be established by using grain-scale simulations to provide Gauss
point stress update for finite element simulations in a fully implicit scheme. Nevertheless, the extension of this idea
for partially or fully saturated porous media has not been explored, to the best knowledge of the authors.
In this work, we hypothesize that the pore-fluid flow inside the pores is in the laminar regime and is dominated by
viscous forces such that Darcy’s law is valid at the representative elementary volume level [37–39]. Provided that this
assumption is valid, we define the pore pressure field only at the macroscopic level and neglect local fluctuation of the
pore pressure at the pore- and grain-scale.
On the other hand, we abandon the usage of macroscopic constitutive law to replicate the constitutive responses
of the solid constituent. Instead, we apply the effective stress principle [1,40,41] and thus allow the change of the
macroscopic effective stress as a direct consequence of the compression, deformation and shear resistance of the solid
constituent inferred from grain-scale simulations. As a result, the effective stress can be obtained from homogenizing
the forces and branch vectors of the force network formed by the solid particles or aggregates, while the total stress
becomes a partition of the homogenized effective stress from the microscopic granular assemblies, and the pore
pressure from the macroscopic mixture continuum.
2.1. Dual-scale effective stress principle
In this study, we make assumptions that (1) a separation of scale exists and that (2) a representative volume element
(RVE) can be clearly defined. Strictly speaking, the assumption (2) is true if the unit cell has a periodic microstructure
or when the volume is sufficiently large such that it possesses statistically homogeneous and ergodic properties [42].
With the aforementioned assumptions in mind, we consider a homogenized macroscopic solid skeleton continuum
Bs ⊂ R3 whose displacement field is C0 continuous. Each position of the macroscopic solid body in the reference
configuration, i.e., X = Xs ∈ Bs0, is associated with a micro-structure of the RVE size. Let us denote the trajectories of
the macroscopic solid skeleton and the fluid constituent in the saturated two-phase porous medium from the reference
configuration to the current solid configuration as,
x = ϕs(X, t); x = ϕ f (X f , t). (1)
Unless the porous medium is locally undrained, the solid and fluid constituents are not bundled to move along the
same trajectory, i.e., ϕs(·, t) ≠ ϕ f (·, t). If we choose to follow the macroscopic solid skeleton trajectory to formulate
the macroscopic balance principles, then the control volumes are attached to solid skeleton only, and the pore fluid
motion is described by relative movement between the fluid constituent and the solid matrix, as shown in Fig. 1. The
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Fig. 1. Trajectories of the solid and fluid constituents ϕs = ϕ and ϕ f . The motion ϕ conserves all the mass of the solid constituent, while the fluid
may enter or leave the body of the solid constituent.
Source: Figure reproduced from [18].









in which we omit the superscript s when quantities are referred to solid phase.
Now, following [33], we associate each point in the current configuration x with an aggregate of N particles inside
the representative elementary volume V . Furthermore, we introduce a local coordinate system for the RVE in which
the position vector y ∈ R3 becomes 0 at the geometric centroid of the RVE. The locations of the centroids of the N
particles expressed using the local coordinate system read, i.e.,
yp ∈ V, p = 1, 2, . . . , N (3)
where yp is the local position vector of the center of the pth particle in the microstructure and x + yp is the same
position expressed in the macroscopic current coordinate system. Particles inside the RVE may make contacts to each
other. The local position vector of each contact between each particle-pair yc can be written as,
yc ∈ V, c = 1, 2, . . . , Nc. (4)
Both the positions of the particles yp and that of the contacts yc are governed by contact law and the equilibrium
equations. Previous works, such as [28,43–45,26,46], have found success in explicitly modeling the pore-scale
grain–fluid interaction. Nevertheless, such grain–fluid interaction simulations do impose a very high computational
demand due to the fact that the fluid flow typically requires at least an order more of degree of freedoms to resolve the
flow in the void space among particles. However, for seepage flow that is within the laminar regime where Darcy’s
law applies, the new insight obtained from the costly simulations will be limited. As a result, this discrete-continuum
coupling model does not explicitly model the pore-scale solid–fluid interaction. Instead, we rely on the hypothesis
that effective stress principle is valid for the specific boundary value problems we considered. In particular, we make
the following assumptions:
– The void space is always fully saturated with one type of fluid and there is no capillary effect that leads to apparent
cohesion of the solid skeleton.
– The flow in the void space remains Darcian at the macroscopic level.
– All particles in the granular assemblies are in contact with the neighboring particles.
– Fluidization, suffusion and erosion do not occur.
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– Grain crushing does not occur.
– There is no mass exchange between the fluid and solid constituents.
As a result, we express the total macroscopic Cauchy stress as a function of homogenized Cauchy effective stress
inferred from DEM and the macroscopic pore pressure obtained from the mixed finite element, i.e.
σ (x, t) = ⟨σ ′(x, t)⟩RVE − B(x, t)p f (x, t)I (5)
where
⟨σ ′(x, t)⟩RVE = 12VRVE
Nc
c
(f c ⊗ lc + lc ⊗ f c) (6)
f c is the contact force and lc is the branch vector, the vector that connects the centroids of two grains forming the
contact [47,48,39], at the grain contact x + yc ∈ R3. VRVE is the volume of the RVE and Nc is the total number of
particles in the RVE. Meanwhile, the Biot’s coefficient B reads,





with K DEMT (x, t) and Ks being the effective tangential bulk modulus of the solid matrix inferred from DEM, and the
bulk modulus of the solid grain respectively [7,15]. Notice that, in the geotechnical engineering and geomechanics
literature, such as [49,50], it is common to impose incompressible volumetric constraint on dry DEM assembly to
simulate undrained condition at meso-scale. This treatment can be considered as a special case of (7) when the
bulk modulus of the solid grain is significantly higher than that of the skeleton such that the Biot’s coefficient is
approximately equal to one.
2.2. Micro–macro-transition for solid skeleton
In this study, we consider the class of two-phase porous media of which the solid skeleton is composed of particles.
These particles can be cohesion-less or cohesive, but the assemblies they formed are assumed to be of particulate
nature and hence suitable for DEM simulations [51].
In our implementation, the DEM simulations are conducted via YADE (Yet Another Dynamic Engine [52]), an open
source code base for discontinua. These grain-scale DEM simulations are used as a replacement to the macroscopic
constitutive laws that relate strain measure with effective stress measure for each RVE associated with a Gauss point
in the macroscopic mixed finite element. In particular, a velocity gradient is prescribed to move the frame of the unit
cell and the DEM will seek for the static equilibrium state via dynamics relaxation method. After static equilibrium is
achieved, the internal forces and branch vectors are used to compute the homogenized effective Cauchy stress via the
micro–macro transition theory [33,34,53]. For completeness, we provide a brief overview of DEM, the procedure for
generation of RVEs and the study on the size of RVEs in Appendices A–C.
The Hill–Mandel micro-heterogeneity condition demands that the power at the microscopic scale must be equal to
the rate of work done measured by the macroscopic effective stress and strain rate measures. For the solid constituent
of the two-phase porous media, this condition can be expressed in terms of any power-conjugate effective stress and
strain rate pair, such as (P′, F˙) and (S′, E˙) and (σ ′,D) [16,17]. For instance, the condition can be written in terms of
the effective stress and rate of deformation of the solid skeleton, i.e.,
⟨σ ′⟩RVE : ⟨D⟩RVE = ⟨σ ′ : D⟩RVE (8)
where D is the rate of deformation, i.e., the symmetric part of the velocity gradient tensor,
⟨D⟩RVE = 12 (⟨L⟩RVE + ⟨L
T⟩RVE); L = ∇xv (9)
and ⟨σ ′⟩RVE is defined previously in (6). Previous studies, such as, [33,53,34,54], have established that the linear
deformation, periodic, and uniform traction are three boundary conditions that satisfy the Hill–Mandel micro-
heterogeneity condition. In our implementation, we apply the periodic boundary condition to obtain the effective
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stress measure, because the periodic boundary condition may yield responses that are softer than those obtained from
the linear deformation BC but stiffer than those obtained from the uniform traction BC. In particular, the periodic
boundary condition enforces two constraints: (1) the periodicity of the deformation, i.e.,
[[yb]] = ⟨F⟩RVE[[Yb]] and [[Rb]] = 0 (10)
where [[·]] denotes the jump across boundaries, yb and Yb represent the position vectors of the particles at the boundary
of the reference and current configurations, Rb ∈ SO(3) represents the rotation tensor of particles at the boundary,
and (2) the anti-periodicity of the force fb and moment on the boundary of the RVE, i.e.,
[[fb]] = 0 and [[(yc − yb)× fb]] = 0. (11)
In YADE, the DEM code we employed for grain-scale simulations, the deformation of an RVE is driven by a periodic
cell box in which the macroscopic velocity gradient of the unit cell ⟨L⟩RVE can both be measured and prescribed.
3. Multiscale DEM-mixed-FEM hydro-mechanical model
The differential equations governing the isothermal saturated porous media in large deformation are derived based
on the mixture theory, in which solid matrix and pore fluid are treated together as a multiphase continuum [14,16,17,
55,18,56]. The solid and fluid constituents may simultaneously occupy fractions of the volume of the same material
point. The physical quantities of the mixture, such as density and total stress, are spatially homogenized from its
components. For example, the averaged density of the fluid saturated soil mixture is defined as:
ρ = ρs + ρ f = (1− φ)ρs + φρ f (12)
where ρα is the partial mass density of the α constituent and ρα is the intrinsic mass density of the α constituent, with
φ being the porosity.
3.1. Balance of linear momentum
For the balance of linear momentum law in finite strain, we adopt the total Lagrangian formulation and choose
the total second Piola–Kirchhoff stress (PK2) S as the stress measure. The inertial effect is neglected. The resultant
equation takes the form:
∇X · (FS)+ J (ρs + ρ f )g = 0 (13)
where the Jacobian J = det(F). The principle of effective stress postulates that the total Cauchy stress σ can be
decomposed into an effective stress due to the solid skeleton deformation and an isotropic pore pressure (p f ). The
effective stress principle in terms of PK2 writes:
S = S′DEM − JF−1 BDEM p f F−T (14)
where








Thus the balance of linear momentum becomes:
∇X · (FS′DEM − J BDEM p f F−T )+ J (ρs + ρ f )g = 0. (16)
3.2. Balance of fluid mass
The simplified u-p formulation in finite strain requires another equation illustrating the balance of mass for pore
fluid constituent:
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Dρ f
Dt
= −∇X · (JF−1[φDEMρ f (vf − v)]) (17)
where D[]Dt = ˙[] is the material time derivative with respect to the velocity of solid skeleton v.
We make isothermal and barotropic assumptions and suppose that p f ≪ Ks and that DBDEMDt ∼ 0. After
















MDEM = Ks K f
K f (BDEM − φDEM)+ KsφDEM (19)
is the Biot’s modulus [7], with K f being the bulk modulus of pore fluid.
In this paper, Darcy’s law relating the relative flow velocity and the pore pressure is employed and the inertial effect
is neglected:
Q = KDEM · (−∇X p f + ρ f FT · g) (20)
where the pull-back permeability tensor KDEM is defined as
KDEM = JF−1 · kDEM · F-T. (21)
Assume that the effective permeability tensor kDEM is isotropic, i.e.,
kDEM = kDEMI (22)
where kDEM is the scalar effective permeability in unit of m
2
Pa·s . It is updated from porosity of DEM RVEs according
to the Kozen–Carmen equation.
3.3. Weak form
To construct the macroscopic hydro-mechanical boundary-value problem, we consider a reference domain B with
its boundary ∂B composed of Dirichlet boundaries (solid displacement ∂Bu, pore pressure ∂Bp) and Von Neumann
boundaries (solid traction ∂Bt, fluid flux ∂Bq ) satisfying
∂B = ∂Bu ∪ ∂Bt = ∂Bp ∪ ∂Bq
∅ = ∂Bu ∩ ∂Bt = ∂Bp ∩ ∂Bq . (23)
The prescribed boundary conditions are
u = u on ∂Bu
P · N = (F · S) · N = t on ∂Bt
p f = p on ∂Bp
−N · Q = Q on ∂BQ
(24)
where N is outward unit normal on undeformed surface ∂B.
For model closure, the initial conditions are imposed as
p f = p f0 , u = u0 at t = t0. (25)
Following the standard procedures of the variational formulation, we obtain the weak form of the balance of linear
momentum and mass
G : Vu × Vp × Vη → R
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G(u, p f , η) =

B
∇Xη : (F · S′DEM − J Bp f F-T) dV−

B
J (ρ f + ρs)η · gdV−

∂Bt
η · t dΓ = 0 (26)
H : Vu × Vp × Vψ → R
















∇Xψ · [KDEM · (−∇X p f + ρ f FT · g)] dV−

∂BQ
ψQ dΓ = 0. (27)
The first integral of H(u, p f , ψ) can be related to the solid velocity field u˙ using the equations J˙ = J∇x · u˙ and








ψBDEM∇x · u˙ dV =

B
ψBDEMF-T : ∇Xu˙ dV. (28)
The displacement and pore pressure trial spaces for the weak form are defined as
Vu = {u : B→ R3|u ∈ [H1(B)]3,u|∂Bu = u} (29)
Vp = {p f : B→ R|p f ∈ H1(B), p f |∂Bp = p} (30)
and the corresponding admissible spaces of variations are defined as
Vη = {η : B→ R3|η ∈ [H1(B)]3, η|∂Bu = 0} (31)
Vψ = {ψ : B→ R|ψ ∈ H1(B), ψ |∂Bp = 0}. (32)
H1 denotes the Sobolev space of degree one, which is the space of square integrable function whose weak derivative
up to order 1 are also square integrable (cf. [57,58]).
3.4. Finite element spatial discretization
The spatially discretized equations can be derived following the standard Galerkin procedure. Shape functions
Nu(X) and Np(X) are used for approximation of solid motion u, u˙ and pore pressure p f , p˙ f , respectively:
u = Nuu¯, u˙ = Nu ˙¯u, η = Nuη¯
p f = Npp¯f , p˙ f = Np ˙¯pf , ψ = Npψ¯ (33)
with u¯ being the nodal solid displacement vector, p¯f being the nodal pore pressure vector, ˙¯u, ˙¯pf being their time
derivatives, and η¯, ψ¯ being their variations.
The adopted eight-node hexahedral element interpolates the displacement and pore pressure field with the same
order. As a result, this combination does not inherently satisfy the inf–sup condition [59,18,19]. Therefore a
stabilization procedure is necessary. In this study, the fluid pressure Laplacian scheme is applied. This scheme consists
of adding the following stabilization term to the balance of mass equation (27):
B
∇Xψ αstab ∇X p˙ f dV (34)
with αstab a scale factor depending on element size and material properties of the porous media. For detailed
formulations, please refer to [60,18].
We obtain the finite element equations for balance of linear momentum and balance of mass as:
G(u, p f , η) = 0
H(u, p f , ψ) = 0 =⇒

Fsint(u¯)− Kupp¯f − G1 = F1ext
C1 ˙¯u+ (C2 + Cstab) ˙¯pf + Kpp¯f − G2 = F2ext
(35)
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The non-linear equation system (35) can be rewritten in a compact form:
































The semi-implicit solution scheme requires the expression of the tangential stiffness of the implicit contribution.
Thus, we perform the consistent linearization of the weak forms (26) and (27) in the reference configuration [61,62].
For the balance of linear momentum equation, the consistent linearization reads,
δG(u, p f , η) =
η¯TKsδu¯  
B
(FT · ∇Xη) : (CSE )DEM : δE dV+
η¯TKgeo
S′ δu¯  
B






∇Xη : δ(J BDEMF-T)p f dV−
η¯TKupδp¯f  
B




ρ f ∇X · (JF-1 · δu)η · g dV−
η¯TδF1ext  
∂Bt
η · δt dΓ = 0 (38)




is the material tangential stiffness. δE is the variation of the Green–Lagrange strain tensor and
δE = 12 [(∇Xδu)TF + FT(∇Xδu)]. KgeoS′ and Kgeopf are the initial stress and initial pore pressure contributions to the
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geometrical stiffness. For the balance of mass equation, the corresponding linearization term reads,
δH(u, p f , ψ) =
ψ¯
T
δC1 ˙¯u  
B
ψδ(BDEMF-T) : ∇Xu˙ dV+
ψ¯
T
C1δ ˙¯u  
B





















Cstabδ ˙¯pf  
B






















ψδQ dΓ = 0 (39)
where Kp1 is the geometrical term related to the permeability k.
The proposed semi-implicit scheme splits G(u, p f , η) and H(u, p f , ψ) into implicitly treated parts and explicitly
treated parts, thus only a subset of the linearization terms in (38) and (39) will be used. The implicit–explicit split will
be explained in the next section.
4. Semi-implicit multiscale time integrator
While both implicit and explicit time integrators have been used in DEM–FEM coupling models for dry granular
materials [33,36,63], the extension of these algorithms to multiphysics hydro-mechanical problem is not straightfor-
ward. The key difference is that the pore-fluid diffusion is transient and hence the initial boundary value problem is
elliptic.
While it is possible to add the inertial terms and update the macroscopic displacement and pore pressure explic-
itly via a dynamics relaxation procedure, this strategy is impractical due to the small critical time step size of the
explicit scheme as pointed out by Prevost [32]. Another possible approach is to solve the macroscopic problem in a
fully implicit, unconditionally stable scheme. The drawback of this approach is that it requires additional CPU time
to compute the elasto-plastic tangential stiffness from DEM. Unlike a conventional constitutive model (in which an
analytical expression of the tangential stiffness is often available and hence easy to implement), the tangential stiffness
inferred from DEM must be obtained numerically via perturbation methods [36,64]. For three-dimensional simula-
tions, this means that additional 36–81 simulations are required to obtain the tangential stiffness, depending on which
energy-conjugate stress–strain pair is used in the formulation. This is a sizable burden given the fact that a converged
update may require tens of iterations.
To avoid this additional computational cost, we adopt the implicit–explicit predictor/multicorrector scheme orig-
inally proposed in [31] and [32] and apply it to the finite strain DEM-mixed-FEM model. In [32], the internal force
is split into two components, one treated implicitly and another treated explicitly. We adopt this idea here by treat-
ing the elasto-plastic force from DEM explicitly, and the other internal forces implicitly, in a fashion similar to the
unconditionally stable Yanenko operator splitting (i.e. L = Lexp + Limp, c.f. [65]).
The implicit time integration based on the generalized trapezoidal rule consists of satisfying Eq. (37) at time tn+1:
M∗n+1 · vn+1 + Fint(dn+1)− G(dn+1) = Fextn+1 (40)
with the solution
dn+1 = d˜ + α∆tvn+1 (41)
where
d˜ = dn + (1− α)∆tvn. (42)
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The notation is as follows: the subscripts n and n + 1 denote that the variables are evaluated at time tn and tn+1,
respectively;∆t is the time step; α is the integration parameter. The quantity d˜ is referred to as the predicted solution.
Similar to the scheme of [32], the semi-implicit predictor–corrector scheme is performed by evaluating a portion
of the left hand side forces of (40) explicitly using the predicted solution d˜ and vn,and treating the remaining portion
implicitly with the solution dn+1 and vn+1:
FIMP(vn+1, dn+1)+ FEXP(vn, d˜) = Fextn+1 (43)
whereFIMP = {M




FEXP = {M∗ · v}explicitn +

Fint(d˜)
explicit − G(d˜). (44)
To obtain the macroscopic displacement and pore pressure at time tn+1 from the non-linear equation system (43),
Newton–Raphson iteration method is employed. Let us denote the corrected solutions as djn+1 and v
j
n+1, at the time
step n + 1 and j th iteration, i.e.,
djn+1 = d˜ + α∆tvjn+1 (45)
with v0n+1 = 0. The relationship of their increments is thus:
∆djn+1 = α∆t∆vjn+1. (46)





n+1)+ FEXP(vjn+1, djn+1) = Fextn+1. (47)
The consistent linearization of the implicit part FIMP is required to solve (47). The resulting tangential stiffness
matrix depends on what force terms are included in {M∗ · v}implicit and Fintimplicit.



































n+1) ≃ FIMP(vjn+1, djn+1)+M∗ ·∆vj+1n+1 + KimplicitT ·∆dj+1n+1















at djn+1 in the direction of ∆d
j+1
n+1.
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For construction of KimplicitT , firstly, a complete linearization of the internal force F
int results in the following form










where Ke is the elastic contribution and Kep is the non-linear elastic–plastic contribution to the material tangential




Since computation of the homogenized Ks from DEM RVEs produces considerable computational cost, in the
proposed multiscale solution scheme, we choose to treat Ke implicitly and Kep explicitly. Ke is thus evaluated at the
initial time step using the elastic properties (bulk modulus K DEMbulk and shear modulus G
DEM
shear ) homogenized from the
initial RVEs. Kup and Kp are included in the implicit part of the tangential stiffness matrix. The geometrical terms
Kgeo and Kp1 are treated explicitly. With these considerations and (52), the resulting operator split writes:


















From Eqs. (44), (47), (49), (50) and (53), we obtain Eq. (54), which represents the iteration equation of the
semi-implicit predictor–multicorrector scheme:
M∗∗ ·∆v j+1n+1 = ∆Fjn+1 = Fextn+1 −M∗ · v jn+1 − Fint(djn+1)− G(djn+1) (54)
where the internal force Fint(djn+1) has two contributions: the PK2 effective stresses which are homogenized from











φDEM, BDEM, MDEM and kDEM are homogenized at each time step to construct the tangential matrix M∗∗. The
convergence is achieved when
∥∆Fjn+1∥
∥∆F0n+1∥
≤ TOL [32]. In the numerical examples TOL is equal to 10−4. The matrix
forms of the finite strain multiscale u-p formulation are provided in the Appendix. To recapitulate and illustrate the
multiscale semi-implicit scheme, we present a flowchart as shown in Fig. 2.
5. Numerical examples
The objective of this section is to demonstrate the versatility and accuracy of the proposed method in both the small
and finite deformation ranges. The numerical examples in this section are the representative problems commonly
encountered in geotechnical engineering. The first example is the Terzaghi’s problem, which serves as a benchmark
to verify the implementation of the numerical schemes proposed in this paper. This example is followed by a globally
undrained shear test which examines how granular motion altered by fluid seepage within a soil specimen affects
the macroscopic responses. In the third example, we simulate the responses of a cylindrical DEM–FEM model with
drained condition subjected to triaxial compression loading with both quarter- and full domains and found that the
quarter simulation may suppress the non-symmetric bifurcation mode that leads to shear band. The analysis on fabric
tensor also reveals that the fabric and deviatoric stress tensors are almost co-axial inside the shear band, but they are
not co-axial in the host matrix. The last example is a slope stability problem in which only a portion of domain, i.e. the
slip surface is modeled by the DEM–FEM model and compared with the prediction done via SLOPE/W. The result
shows that the multiscale analysis may lead a more conservative prediction than the classical Bishop’s method.
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of the multiscale semi-implicit scheme. Blue blocks represent initialization steps of the solution scheme ; Green blocks refer to
FEM solver steps and red blocks refer to DEM solver steps; Blue arrows indicate the information flow between the two solvers. (For interpretation
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
5.1. Verification with Terzaghi’s one-dimensional consolidation
We verify our semi-implicit DEM-mixed-FEM scheme in both infinitesimal strain and finite strain regimes with the
Terzaghi’s 1D consolidation problem. This benchmark problem serves two purposes. First, we want to ensure that the
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Table 1
Material parameters in Terzaghi’s problem.
Parameter Value
Solid matrix bulk modulus 40 MPa
Solid matrix shear modulus 40 MPa
Fluid bulk modulus 22 GPa
Permeability 1× 10−9 m2/(Pa s)
Solid density 2700 kg/m3
Fluid density 1000 kg/m3
Porosity 0.375
a b
Fig. 3. Response of saturated soil column under 1 MPa consolidation pressure from 0 s to 500 s (50 s between adjacent lines), verification of small
strain formulation with analytical solutions (a) Pore pressure (b) Vertical displacement.
semi-implicit FE algorithm converges to the analytical solution in the geometrically linear regime. Second, we want to
assess whether the geometrical effort is properly incorporated in the numerical scheme in the finite deformation range.
The Terzaghi’s problem is well known and exact solution is available [1]. While numerical solution of Terzaghi’s
problem does not provide much new insight beyond the established results, comparing the numerical solution with
the analytical counterpart is nevertheless an important step in the verification procedure. In particular, this comparison
ensures that the implementation of the model accurately represents the conceptual description and specification, as
pointed out by Jeremic´ et al. [66].
The model consists of a soil column of 10 m deep discretized by 10 3D hexahedral finite elements of size 1 m
each along the column. The bottom surface is fixed and undrained, while the top boundary is drained and subjected to
pressure of 1 MPa (small strain condition) and 10 MPa (large strain condition). The lateral surfaces are all impermeable
and allow only vertical displacements. The material parameters assumed in this example are recapitulated in Table 1.
Firstly the simulation is performed under consolidation pressure of 1 MPa from 0 s to 500 s with time step of 1 s. The
comparison between the analytical solution and the numerical solution shown in Fig. 3 verifies the correctness of the
u-p semi-implicit scheme and the effectiveness of the fluid pressure Laplacian stabilization scheme.
To illustrate the influence of geometrical non-linearity and varied permeability on the consolidation behavior,
the soil column is subjected to a pressure of 10 MPa, resulting in a final vertical strain of about 8%. The pressure
and displacement evolution computed by different formulations are shown in Fig. 4. The finite strain scheme with
constant permeability and the small strain scheme yield the same results until a compression of about 5% vertical
strain (at 250 s). Thereafter, due to the additional geometric nonlinear terms, the finite strain scheme gives smaller
displacement and pressure compared to small strain, indicating that geometrical non-linearity becomes significant.
When the permeability is permitted to decrease along with the reduced porosity during consolidation according to the
Kozeny–Carman relation, the soil column requires more time to reach the final steady state, yet the final values remain
the same as finite strain with constant permeability. The above observations are consistent with previous numerical
studies [67,68].
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a b
Fig. 4. Response of saturated soil column under 10 MPa consolidation pressure. Comparison of analytical solution, numerical result from
formulations of small strain, large strain with constant permeability k (in m/s) and large strain with k updated by the Kozeny–Carman equation.
(a) Pore pressure evolution at bottom surface (b) Vertical displacement evolution at top surface.
Fig. 5. Geometry and boundary conditions for globally undrained shear test.
5.2. Globally undrained shear test of dense and loose assemblies
For the second example we employ our multiscale scheme to perform shear tests on both dense and loose granular
assemblies. The macroscopic geometry and boundary conditions are illustrated on a sample discretized by coarse
mesh (1 × 5 × 5 in X, Y, Z directions) as Fig. 5. We also use a medium fine mesh (1 × 8 × 8) and a fine mesh
(1×10×10) to investigate the mesh dependency issue of the proposed scheme. All results in this section are computed
from the fine mesh model, if not specified. The nodes on the bottom boundary are fixed in all directions and those
on the upper boundary are translated identically towards the positive y axis at a constant rate. They are maintained
at a constant vertical stress σz = 100 kPa by a horizontal rigid layer (not shown). This constraint is imposed in the
model by the Lagrange multiplier method. The lateral surfaces are constrained by frictionless rigid walls (not shown).
All surfaces are impervious. The gravitational effect is not considered in this study. For coupled microscopic DEM
models, periodic unit cells composed of uniform spheres are prepared by an isotropic compression engine in YADE
up to σiso = 100 kPa with initial porosity of 0.375 and 0.427 for dense and loose assemblies respectively, and then
are assigned identically to all the integration points of the FEM model before shearing.
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Table 2
Material parameters in globally undrained shear problem.
Parameter Value
Microscopic property Solid grain normal stiffness kn 2.2× 106 N/m
in DEM Solid grain tangential stiffness ks 1.9× 106 N/m
Solid grain friction angle β 30◦
Solid grain bulk modulus Ks 0.33 GPa
Macroscopic property Porosity φ dense: 0.375, loose: 0.427
inferred from DEM Biot’s coefficient B dense: 0.976, loose: 0.983
Biot’s Modulus M dense: 180 Mpa, loose: 168 Mpa
Macroscopic property Fluid bulk modulus K f 0.1 GPa
in FEM Initial permeability k 1× 10−9 m2/(Pa s)
Solid density ρs 2700 kg/m3
Fluid density ρ f 1000 kg/m3
The finite strain formulation is first adopted to study the hydro-mechanical coupling effect during the shearing of
the dense and loose samples with undrained boundaries. The material parameters used in the simulations allowing
hydraulic diffusion within the specimen are presented in Table 2. They are categorized into micromechanical material
parameters used in DEM solver, poro and poro-plasticity parameters derived from DEM RVEs and macroscopic
properties set in FEM. Note that the permeability k is updated with porosity of RVEs using the Kozeny–Carman
relation during the simulation. To prevent local seepage of water within the samples, the permeability k is set to
0 m2/(Pa s).
Fig. 6 represents the global shear stress and volumetric strain behavior of shear simulations with and without local
seepage of water. The strain-hardening behavior of undrained dense granular assemblies (left column) and strain-
softening behavior of undrained loose granular assemblies (right column) are recovered [69]. In both assemblies,
when local seepage is prohibited, the shear stress immediately rises when the shearing begins and the saturated porous
media behaves stiffer than the samples with local seepage. Note that the sudden drop in Fig. 6(b) is due to the unstable
solid matrix of loosely confined DEM unit cell. The volumetric strain of the dense sample with seepage monotonically
increases. This phenomenon is attributed to the rearrangement of solid matrix as the grains tend to rise over adjacent
grains when they are driven by shear forces. In absence of local diffusion, the dense sample experiences a reduction
of volume instead, suggesting that the compression of overall solid matrix predominates the above phenomenon. As
for loose samples, however, the volumetric behavior is opposite. When local diffusion of water is prohibited, the pore
collapse and densification of local regions within specimen could occur, resulting in a compression at early stage of
shearing before the dilatancy phenomenon. The curve of no-local-seepage case shows that the dilatancy phenomenon
prevails all along the shearing. In all cases, the volume changes are beneath 0.12%, confirming that the samples are
indeed sheared under globally undrained condition.
We examine the mesh dependency by three aforementioned mesh densities adopted in simulations of dense
assembly with local seepage. The effect is presented via plots of global σyz −γyz and εv−γyz responses as Fig. 7. For
stress response, discrepancy between medium and fine meshes is not significant, but coarse mesh apparently yields
stiffer solution after 2% shear strain and the maximum deviation is about 7.6% with respect to the fine mesh solution.
The differences between εv curves are less significant and do not exceed 4% of the fine mesh solution. Thus, our
choice of the fine mesh to conduct numerical experiments is acceptable.
We next display the difference between finite and small strain multiscale schemes for simulations of dense granular
sample in both local diffusion conditions in Fig. 8. According to the global shear responses, the small strain and finite
strain yield consistent solutions within 2% shear strain. Then the discrepancy gradually emerges and the introduction
of geometrical non-linearity renders the sample stiffer. This observation is the same as the conclusion in the previous
Terzaghi’s problem section. Finite strain solutions exhibit less volume changes in both cases. Moreover, geometrical
non-linear term even alters the dilatancy behavior: the sample is computed to be compressed when no local seepage
of water is allowed, while the small strain solution conserves the dilatant trend.
We also assess the local diffusion effect via color maps of pore pressure developed during the deformation, as shown
in Fig. 9. The dense sample with local seepage has developed negative pore pressure and the pressure distribution
is nearly uniform, since fluid flow could take place inside the specimen to dissipate pressure difference between
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Fig. 6. Comparison of global shear stress and volumetric strain behavior between globally undrained dense and loose assemblies with and without
local diffusion.
a b
Fig. 7. Comparison of global shear stress and global volumetric strain behavior between coarse mesh (1× 5× 5), medium mesh (1× 8× 8), fine
mesh (1× 10× 10), finite strain formulation.
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Fig. 8. Comparison of global shear stress and global volumetric strain behavior between small strain and finite strain formulation. Left: globally
undrained with local diffusion condition, Right: globally undrained but without local diffusion condition.
Fig. 9. Comparison of pore pressure at 10% shear strain between (a) dense sample with local seepage and (b) dense sample without local seepage.
neighboring pores. Without local seepage of water, the pore pressure is concentrated to four corners of the sample, with
the upper left and bottom right corners compressed (positive pressure) and the other two dilated (negative pressure).
Furthermore, these corners have maximum pressure gradient ∥∇ p f ∥.
The multiscale nature of our method offers more insight into the local states of granular sample. With the granular
material behavior homogenized from responses of RVEs, the grain displacements, the effective stress paths (shear
stress q = σ1 − σ3 vs. effective mean stress p′ = σ1+σ2+σ33 ) and the volumetric strain paths (εv vs. p′) in each
DEM unit cell are directly accessible. As an example, the local distribution of q at the end of shearing for globally
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Fig. 10. Spatial distribution of shear stress q at 10% shear strain for globally undrained dense sample allowing seepage within the specimen,
attached with displacement magnitude of grains in unit cells (normalized by the initial cell size).
undrained yet locally diffused dense sample (Fig. 10) shows a concentration of shear stress in upper left and bottom
right corners, while the corners correspondent to the other diagonal sustain comparably very little shear stress.
The deformed configuration of spheres in three representative RVEs are colored according to the dimensionless
displacement magnitude ∥u∥2initial size of unit cell compared to initial RVE configuration. We present stress paths of these
three RVEs providing evidence that strain-softening (Fig. 11(a)), limited strain-softening (Fig. 11(b)) and strain-
hardening (Fig. 11(c)) could locally occur in a dense sample which globally behaves in a strain-hardening manner.
A critical state line q = ηp′ is drawn for three stress paths and the value of slope η is identified as 1.16. η and the
Mohr–Coulomb friction angle β ′ is computed to be 29.1◦ by the following relation for cohesionless soil [10]:
sinβ ′ = 3η
6+ η , (56)
which is close to the inter-particle friction angle β = 30◦. Paths of εv further demonstrate that large local volume
change up to 5.5% is possible even globally the sample is only dilated about 0.07%. According to these figures,
the small strain and finite strain shear responses are almost identical. The stress path curves exhibit little difference.
However, geometrical non-linearity has more significant effect on volumetric strain path. A major remark is that,
inside the strain-softening spot as 11(d), the small strain solution has large fluctuation when the mean effective stress
is very small, because DEM assemblies are highly unstable with nearly zero confining stress. On the contrary, finite
strain scheme avoids this unstable regime and yield smooth solutions.
Lastly, we investigate the rate-dependent shearing behavior using the proposed coupling scheme. A faster shearing
of saturated granular sample influences its mechanical response mainly by speeding up the solid matrix re-arrangement
and also by allowing less fluid diffusion inside the sample between loading steps. The former effect leads to swelling
of the sample, while the latter renders the specimen more locally undrained. Fig. 12 illustrates the combined effect of
these two mechanisms on a dense sample with local seepage. The evolution of shear stress and volumetric strain with
shearing rates of 0.1% and 0.5% per second are compared. When shearing is completed, shear stress sustained by the
sample increases about 4.6% under higher shearing rate. The rate effect on volumetric strain is more prominent, by
the fact that the sample experiences more volume expansion of about 13.5% at the end.
5.3. Globally drained triaxial compression test
The third example consists of the globally drained triaxial compression test on an isotropically consolidated
cylindrical specimen. This example demonstrates the applicability of the proposed multiscale finite strain scheme
on 3D problems. In this numerical example, we analyze (1) the difference between quarter-domain and full-domain
simulations for material subjected to axial-symmetrical loading, (2) the consequence of the build-up of excess pore
pressure due to a high loading rate and (3) the evolution of the fabric tensor inside and outside the shear band and
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Fig. 11. Shear stress vs. effective mean stress at different locations indexed as Fig. 10: (a) stress path at point 1 (b) stress path at point 2 (c) stress
path at point 3; Volumetric strain vs. effective mean stress at different locations: (d) volume path at point 1 (e) volume path at point 2 (f) volume
path at point 3.
a b
Fig. 12. Comparison of global shear stress and global volumetric strain behavior between low loading rate (0.1% shear strain per second) and high
loading rate (0.5% shear strain per second), finite strain formulation.
the implications on the critical state of the materials. As a result, water is allowed to flow through the bottom and the
top of the specimen. However, triaxial compression simulation is intentionally not conducted under a fully drained
condition at a material point level. Instead, the rate dependence of the constitutive responses introduced via the hydro-
mechanical coupling effect is studied to quantify what is the acceptable range of the prescribed loading rate that can
prevent significant amount of excess pore pressure.
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Fig. 13. Geometry, mesh and boundary conditions for globally drained triaxial compression test. (a) Quarter-domain simulation. (b) Full-domain
simulation.
In addition, microscopic information such as the Biot’s coefficient, Biot’s modulus and micro-structure fabric are
provided to highlight the advantage of the DEM–FEM coupled model. The convergence profile of this simulation
is also presented. In an experimental setting, the drained triaxial test is performed on a cylindrical water-saturated
soil specimen, laterally enveloped by rubber membrane and drained through top and bottom surfaces. One of the
idealized 3D numerical model constitutes only a quarter of the cylinder by assuming the rotational symmetry. The
constant confining pressure is directly applied on the lateral surface, neglecting the effect of rubber membrane. The
quasi-static compression is achieved by gradually increasing the axial strain εz at the rate of 0.05% per second. The
lateral surface is impermeable and a no-flux boundary condition is imposed, while the pore water pressure on both top
and bottom surfaces are constrained to be 0. Another simulation is triaxial compression of the full cylindrical domain.
Similar confining pressure and pore pressure boundary conditions are applied. The middle point of the bottom surface
is fixed to prohibit rigid body translation. The geometry, mesh and boundary conditions of the quarter-/full-domain
simulations are illustrated in Fig. 13. The DEM assembly adopted in these simulations is identical to the dense sample
in the previous section. The fluid bulk modulus in this example is 2.2 GPa.
Fig. 14 compares the global shear stress and volumetric strain behavior from quarter-domain and full domain
simulations. The shear stress curve obtained from full-domain simulation exhibits less peak stress and more significant
softening than quarter-domain simulation. The volumetric strain curves, however, only show notable difference after
the axial strain approaches 7%. This discrepancy may be attributed to the strain localization in full-domain simulation,
as shown by the distribution of deviatoric strain and porosity in Fig. 15. A dilatant shear band is developed inside the
cylindrical specimen, while in the quarter-domain, the deformation is nearly homogeneous. This difference is more
profound given the fact that the proposed model also incorporates the geometrical effect at the finite strain range.
Results from this set of simulations show that the quarter-domain simulation is insufficient to capture the deformed
configuration when bifurcation occurs. While the assumption of axial-symmetry is valid before the onset of strain
localization, enforcing axial-symmetry via reduced domain and additional essential boundary condition may eliminate
the bifurcation mode(s) that is not axial-symmetric.
An additional full-domain simulation is performed at a strain rate ten times slower: ϵ˙z = 0.005% per second. The
global shear stress and volumetric strain behavior are compared for the two loading rates in Fig. 16. The specimen
under higher strain rate can sustain higher shear stress, but the strain rate has very little influence on volumetric
strain behavior. The evolution of pore pressure at the center of the cylindrical specimen in two cases are also shown
in Fig. 17. At a high strain rate, the pore water does not have time to fully diffuse through local pores and reach
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Fig. 14. Global shear stress and volumetric strain behavior in globally drained triaxial compression test. Comparison of quarter-domain and full-
domain simulations.
Fig. 15. Distribution of deviatoric strain and porosity in globally drained triaxial compression test at 9% axial strain. Comparison of quarter-domain
and full-domain simulations.
steady state. As a result, excess pore pressure builds up to about 5 kPa while the specimen shrinks. The pressure then
decreases and becomes negative when the specimen dilates. In the low-strain-rate case, the magnitude of pore pressure
is about five times smaller while the trend looks similar of the high-strain-rate counterpart.
One of the advantages of substituting macroscopic phenomenological constitutive model with DEM simulations
for the poromechanics problem is that the macroscopic poro-elasticity properties, such as Biot’s coefficient B, Biot’s
modulus M and effective permeability k could be inferred and updated from micro-structures associated with each
Gauss point. As a result, the spatial variability of these poro-elasticity parameters triggered by material bifurcation or
non-homogeneous loading can be properly captured. As an example, we monitor the evolution of these poro-elasticity
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Fig. 16. Global shear stress and volumetric strain behavior in globally drained triaxial compression test. Comparison of two loading rate.
Fig. 17. Evolution of pore pressure at the center of the cylindrical specimen during triaxial compression test subjected to two loading rate.
parameters against axial strain εz for a RVE inside the shear band (RVE A, shown in Fig. 15(c)) and another RVE
outside the shear band (RVE B, shown in Fig. 15(c)) in the ϵ˙z = 0.05%-per-second, full-domain simulation (Fig. 18).
The evolution of the Biot’s coefficient B shown in Fig. 18(a) suggests that the effective bulk modulus of the solid
skeleton (K DEMT ) first increases and then decreases presumably due to the porosity changes in both RVEs A and B.
The Biot’s modulus M , which is related to the Biot’s coefficient B and porosity φ, exhibits an initial reduction and
largely increases after about εz = 2% for RVE A. For RVE B, M stays at a constant value. The effective permeability
k also evolves with the porosity according to the Kozeny–Carmen relation.
Another advantage of the multiscale scheme is the accessibility to evolution of micro-structures during defor-
mations. To demonstrate this, we perform a simple microstructural analysis in which the Anisotropic Critical State
Theory (ACST) introduced by Li and Dafalias [70], Zhao and Guo [71], Li and Dafalias [21] is adopted to analyze
the fabric of the fluid-saturated granular assemblies at the finite strain range. The fabric anisotropy of two RVEs, one
taken inside the shear band (RVE A) and another one in the host matrix (RVE B) are analyzed and compared against
each other. The fabric tensor Gfabric is contact-normal-based and is computed from a DEM RVE via [21]
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Fig. 18. Evolution of (a) Biot’s coefficient, (b) Biot’s modulus and (c) effective permeability for RVE A (inside shear band, Fig. 15(c)) and RVE B
(outside shear band, Fig. 15(c)).
where nc is the unit vector of contact normal and Nc is the number of contacts inside the RVE. The tensor Ffabric
characterizes the fabric anisotropy of the RVE and is written as [71]
Ffabric i j = 152

Gfabric i j − 13δi j

(58)
where δi j is the Kronecker delta. Its norm Ffabric and direction nF are defined by
Ffabric = FfabricnF , Ffabric =

Ffabric : Ffabric. (59)
To analyze whether and how fabric evolves differently inside shear band and the host matrix, we compute the
normalized fabric anisotropy variable (FAV) A = nF : ns (a measure introduced in [70,71] that quantifies the relative
orientation of the tensor Ffabric and the deviatoric stress tensor s) for RVE A (inside shear band) and RVE B (outside
shear band). The evolution of deviatoric stress q and porosity against axial strain εz are also monitored to measure
how close the materials in the two RVEs reach the critical state according to the anisotropic critical state theory, i.e.,
η = ηc, e = ec = eˆc(p) and A = Ac = 1 (60)
where η is the ratio between the effective mean pressure p′ and the deviatoric stress q and e is the void ratio. ηc,
ec = eˆc(p) and Ac = 1 are critical state values of the stress ratio, void ratio and fabric anisotropy variable (cf.
[70,21]).
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Fig. 19. Evolution of (a) deviatoric stress q (b) porosity (c) A = nF : ns (relative orientation between anisotropic fabric and deviatoric stress
directions) during triaxial compression test (ϵ˙z = 0.05%/s) for RVE A (inside shear band, Fig. 15(c)) and RVE B (outside shear band, Fig. 15(c)).
The results are summarized in Fig. 19. The stress–strain response shown in Fig. 19(a) indicates that RVE A becomes
unstable after the peak shear stress and experiences significant dilation until the critical state indicated by the plateau
in the porosity curve. The normalized FAV of RVE A rises to about 0.96 quickly upon subjected to the triaxial loading.
Then, normalized FAV stay close to 1, which indicates that the fabric and stress directions in RVE A is nearly coaxial,
as the RVE A approaches the critical state.
On the other hand, RVE B, which lies outside the shear band, experiences slightly more softening, but the dilatancy
is much less than RVE A. The FAV curve of RVE B deviates from the curve of RVE A after axial strain of 2% and
exhibits opposite trend that the fabric and stress directions loss coaxiality. This observation suggests that the critical
states are not achieved simultaneously within a specimen that forms deformation band.
To demonstrate the performance of the multiscale semi-implicit scheme, the convergence rate of the quarter-domain
simulation is illustrated in Fig. 20 as an example. At different strain levels, the convergence curves show linear profiles
in the logarithm-scale plot. The first step converges the fastest since the RVEs are linear elastic at εz = 0.1%. The
number of iterations required for convergence increases to 11 when the global shear stress reaches the peak (about
εz = 2%). In the softening stage, the explicitly treated the elastic–plastic contribution K ep to the material tangential
stiffness becomes more significant. Therefore the convergence rate is further reduced and each time step requires
about 20 iterations.
5.4. Submerged slope stability problem
The last numerical example is the submerged slope stability problem. We select this problem for two reasons.
First, we want to showcase how to use the DEM-mixed-FEM model to obtain high fidelity responses at a localized
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is the residual force at the iteration step i . The convergence is reached when the error falls below 10−4.
domain of interest, while using conventional mixed FEM in the far-field domain. Second, we want to demonstrate the
applicability of the proposed DEM-mixed-FEM model with a very common and simple field-scale problem.
The slope problem we consider consists of a 1:1 slope sitting on a bedrock that is assumed to be both impermeable
and rigid. The slope is fully submerged underneath 2 m of water. We conduct a classical slope stability analysis using
the commercial software SLOPE/W and compare it with the results obtained from the DEM-mixed-FEM simulation.
In particular, we compute the factor of safety using both the classical Bishop’s method available in SLOPE/W and
the proposed DEM-mixed-FEM model. The factor of safety (FOS) is defined as the ratio between the shear stress at
failure τ f and the current shear stress on the slip surface τ :
FOS = τ f
τ
(61)
where τ f is determined by the material’s effective cohesion c′, effective friction angle φ′, total normal stress σn , and
the pore pressure u as [72,73]:
τ f = c′ + (σn − u) tanφ′. (62)
To make the comparison between the SLOPE/W and the DEM-mixed-FEM model feasible, the DEM unit cell
adopted in this simulation is firstly subjected to drained triaxial compression test under different confining pressures
to obtain the Mohr–Coulomb failure envelope. The grain contact model we employed in this example is from [74],
which includes the modified frictional–normal contact law that includes cohesive normal and shear force in (73) and
(74). As a result, we obtain the frictional angle φ′ = 30◦ and cohesion c′ = 2.5 kPa from the simulated DEM
responses.
The modified Bishop method implemented in the commercial software SLOPE/W assumes that strain localization
may take place upon the slope failure and the localized zone is a circular slip surface. For a fully submerged 1:1 slope
composed of materials with φ′ = 30◦ and c′ = 2.5 kPa, we calculate the center and radius of slip surface, as well
as FOS which is assumed to be constant along the surface. The FOS computed by SLOPE/W is 1.281, as shown in
Fig. 21.
The FEM-mixed-DEM simulation we conduct here assumes that the model fails with the same slip surface as the
geometry calculated above. Thus only the material constitutive relation in elements along the slip surface comes from
the DEM solver while as the other elements outside the critical surface are assumed to have a linear elastic behavior,
possessing the same elastic properties as the DEM samples. Here we follow the simple approach used in [75] to model
both the bulk and the critical surface with 8-node brick elements, but the thickness of the critical surface elements
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Fig. 21. Slip surface and factor of safety of 1.281 estimated by SLOPE/W for a 1:1 submerged slope. The unit of the spatial dimensions is meter.
are set be of the order of the material length scale (i.e. 5 cm). In the future, we will explore the usage of finite strain
localization element [76] or embedded localization zone model [77] to couple DEM with FEM for problems with
weak or strong discontinuities. These treatments, nevertheless, are out of the scope of this study.
In this multiscale study, the factor of safety is estimated by gradually applying the gravity load αg at a very low rate
to maintain the drained condition, where α is known as the loading factor [78]. The FOS is equal to α when the slope
suddenly collapses along the slip surface, indicated by a sudden increase of displacement of upper crest (settlement).
Since a DEM assembly with neither confining pressure nor cohesive force is not stable when sheared, we start the
simulation from 0.1g. Then α is increased gradually until it approaches the critical value that causes the slip surface
slides. Here we chose a small increment of α (0.001g) in order to capture the slope response near and after the sliding.
The u-p poromechanics formulation is advantageous in the sense that one may prescribe directly the pore pressure
as boundary condition to represent the hydraulic load changes of groundwater level. As a result, there is no need to
estimate the total traction caused by hydraulic force at the upper boundaries as what typically did in single-phase finite
element analysis, e.g., [79].
Fig. 22 shows the distribution of accumulated plastic strain ε¯p inside the slip surface on the verge of collapse,

























∥ε˙ − Ke-1σ˙∥dt. (63)
The deformed configurations of three RVEs on the top, in the middle and at the toe along the slip surface are
colored according to the displacement with respect to the initial RVE configuration. Their state-paths are plotted in
Fig. 23, which explain that different locations of the slip surface experience different loading pattern, the multiscale
study of safety factor is thus more realistic. The safety factor predicted by the numerical analysis is shown in Fig. 24,
compared with FOS predicted by the former analytical solution. The result suggests that the multiscale study yields
more conservative prediction.
6. Conclusions
In this work, we present a finite strain dual-scale hydro-mechanical model that couples grain-scale granular
simulations with a macroscopic poro-plasticity model at low Reynolds number. Using effective stress principle, the
macroscopic total stress is partitioned into effective stress, which is homogenized from grain-scale simulations and
macroscopic pore pressure, which is updated from macroscopic simulation. To improve computational efficiency, we
adopt a semi-implicit predictor–multicorrector scheme that splits the internal force into macroscopic and microscopic
components. By updating the macroscopic poro-elastic contribution (FEM) implicitly and the microscopic counterpart
(DEM) explicitly, we establish a multiscale scheme that is unconditionally stable and therefore allows simulations
to advance in time steps large enough for practical applications. The dual-scale poromechanics model is first
tested against Terzaghi’s one-dimensional consolidation problem in both geometrically linear and nonlinear regimes.
Additional multiscale simulations at specimen- and field-scale are also conducted to showcase the potentials of the
proposed method to solve a wide spectrum of problems across spatial length scales. To the best of our knowledge,
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Fig. 22. Accumulated plastic strain ε¯p inside the slip surface on the verge of collapse (Load factor α = 1.23).
(a) RVE No.1. (b) RVE No.2. (c) RVE No.3.
(d) RVE No.1. (e) RVE No.2. (f) RVE No.3.
Fig. 23. State paths of unit cells as labeled in Fig. 22 until slope collapses. Left: RVE No. 1; Middle: RVE No. 2; Right: RVE No. 3;.
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Fig. 24. Slope stability. Load–settlement diagram.
this is the first time a hierarchical multiscale coupling scheme is established to resolve finite strain poro-plasticity
problem. Due to the introduction of semi-implicit scheme across length scales, the proposed method is not only
suitable for specimen-level simulations, but also shown to be efficient enough to resolve field-scale problem within
limited computational resource.
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Appendix A. Discrete element simulations at RVE
To obtain effective stress measure from the DEM, we constitute a microscopic problem in which the macroscopic
deformation measure is recast as the boundary condition for the unit problem. The unit cell problem is used to
replace the macroscopic constitutive model that relates macroscopic strain measure and internal variables with the
macroscopic effective stress measure. In the DEM model we employed, there is no microscopic internal variable
introduced for the contact laws. Instead, path dependent behavior is mainly caused by the rearrangement of the grain
contacts and the evolution of the force chain network topology.
In the unit cell DEM problem, the frame or walls of the particle assemblies are driven to move according to the
macroscopic deformation measure via applying boundary traction or prescribing displacements on boundary parti-
cles [34,36]. The contact forces are computed for each particle and the equations of motion are integrated by an
explicit time integrator [51]. In quasi-static problems, to achieve static equilibrium of the particle assemblies, a dy-
namic relaxation scheme is employed.
Consider two rigid spheres p and q with radii Rp and Rq modeling a particle pair in contact inside a granular
assembly. Let yp and yq denote the position vectors of their centers in a global coordinate system, while their
orientations are represented by unit orientation quaternions qp and qq [52]. The relative velocity d˙t of the contact point
yc depends on the rate of change of the position vectors y˙p and y˙q and the rate of change of the particle orientations
wp and wq , i.e.,
d˙t = y˙q − y˙p − wq × (yc − yq)− wp × (yc − yp). (64)
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Assuming that the contact areas of all particle pairs are infinitesimal and neglecting the gravitational force, and we
also do not consider torques/couples at contacts due to rolling and torsion in the numerical examples in this paper, the
equations of motion for the translational and rotational degrees of freedom of particle p reads,




Ipw˙p = tp =
nc
c
(yc − yp)× f cp
(65)
with the mass m p and moment of inertia Ip of the sphere p, fp the sum of nc contact forces f cp and tp the sum of nc
contact torques due to tangential forces.
In YADE, following the form of Cundall’s global damping [51], artificial numerical damping forces and torques are
applied on each particle to reduce the total force and total torque that increases kinematic energy, while introducing
damping to all eigen-frequencies [52]. The damping force fdampp on particle p is a function of the total contact force
fp, the particle velocity y˙p and a dimensionless damping coefficient λdamp (which we set to be 0.2 for all numerical
examples presented in this paper). The damping torque tdampp on the rotational degree of freedom is constructed in a
similar way, i.e.,
fdampp = −λdamp fp sgn(fp · y˙p)
tdampp = −λdamp tp sgn(tp · w˙p).
(66)
Finally, (65) is integrated with a central difference scheme. Consider the incremental update from time step t to
time step t +∆t and let (yp)t−∆t , (yp)t , (yp)t+∆t denote the translational degrees of freedom for the pth particle in
three consecutive time steps. The explicit central difference scheme that updates (yp)t+∆t reads,





2 + 2(yp)t − (yp)t−∆t . (67)
For updating the orientation of the pth particle (qp)t+∆t , the explicit central difference scheme leads to the angular
velocity at time t + ∆t2 [52],







The Euler axis and angle of the rotation quaternion ∆qp are represented by a unit vector and the magnitude of the
rotation ∆t (wp)t+∆t2 , respectively, i.e.,
(∆qp)u = (wp)t+∆t2
(∆qp)θ = |∆t (wp)t+∆t2 |.
(69)
The rotation quaternion (qp)t+∆t is then updated by combining two rotation quaternions together, i.e.,
(qp)t+∆t = ∆qp(qp)t . (70)
Note that the multiplication of quaternions is not commutative. Following the update of particle positions and orien-
tations, the contact forces, moment are updated and the energy balance is checked. The static equilibrium is achieved
when the particle velocity becomes sufficiently small. In YADE, this is indicated by the magnitude of the kinetic
energy and the unbalanced force index (cf. [49]).
In the actual numerical simulations, we employ a simple contact law model that can be decomposed into the normal
and tangential components, (f cp)









n + (f cp)t

. (71)
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The normal contact force between a particle pair p and q is nonzero if and only if the particles are in contact, i.e.,
(f cp)
n = ( f cp)nn =
−kndnn if dn ≤ 0
0 if dn > 0; dn =

(yp − yq) · (yp − yq)− Rp − Rq (72)
where n is the contact normal vector, dn is the overlapped length. Furthermore, the normal stiffness kn of the grain
contact is related to the radii (Rp and Rq ) and Young’s modulus of the particle Eg , i.e.,
kn = 2 E
g Rp Rq
Rp + Rq . (73)
Meanwhile, the tangential force (f cp)
t depends on the shear stiffness kt and the relative tangential displacement, but




−kt d˙t if ∥kt d˙t∥ ≤ |( f cp)n| tan(β)
0 if ∥kt d˙t∥ > |( f cp)n| tan(β); kt = Akn (74)
where c is the cohesion, A is a dimensionless material parameter, β is the friction angle.
Notice that the proposed multiscale coupling model is not limited to the DEM model with this particular set of
constitutive laws.
Appendix B. RVE generation
The granular assemblies used in this study is obtained using the RVE generation engine available in an open
source DEM software YADE [81]. In particular, we use the isotropic-compression method first introduced in [51]. For
completeness, we briefly outline the procedure below:
1. First, a cell box with its six faces serving as the periodic boundaries is prepared. Spheres with defined particle size
distribution are then randomly inserted into the box. Initially, these inserted particles are not allowed to overlap.
2. Material parameters of particles such as the contact stiffness, density and friction angle are then assigned to the
particle. At this point, the assigned inter-particle friction coefficient is set to an artificial value to manipulate the
amount of particle sliding and achieve the desired porosity. A large value of friction angle will yield a loosely
packed RVE, and the value is set to a very low value when a dense packing is desired.
3. The unit cell is latter subjected to isotropic compression with prescribed confining pressure. The loading is carried
out by an implemented engine which is capable of controlling either the Cauchy stress or the velocity gradient of
the RVE. This process terminates when the entire RVE achieves static equilibrium.
4. Finally, the real values of friction coefficient are re-assigned to all particles and the RVE is now ready for future
simulations.
If frictionless rigid walls are used as the RVE driving boundary, they are simply generated in the first step to replace
the periodic box. As pointed out by Jiang et al. [82], the isotropic compression method is very efficient in generating
dense granular assemblies. However, it is hard to maintain uniformity for loose specimens.
Appendix C. Successive sample reduction test for boundary condition sensitivity
The size of the unit cell (and therefore number of particles in the RVE) determines whether the apparent responses
homogenized from microstructures of RVE could give converged coarse-scale effective properties. The size of the unit
cell must be sufficiently large such that the apparent responses are insensitive to the imposed boundary condition [53]
and that it contains statistically enough mechanisms for the deformation processes. To ensure that the size of the unit
cell is sufficiently large to be an RVE, we conduct a series of numerical experiments to empirically determine the
representative element size. Following the ideas of successive sample tests discussed in [83,84,38], we first create a
large assembly composed of 979 equal-size spherical particles and obtain the local equilibrium state under a 100 kPa
isotropic compression. Then we successively reduce the size of the cubic sampling window and obtain four other gran-
ular assembles with 619, 413, 311 and 75 particles. Four of these assemblies are shown in Fig. 25. Each RVE is then
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Fig. 25. Four different sizes of granular assemblies used in the RVE study (UPPER) and the corresponding Rose diagram for contact normal
orientation (LOWER).
brought to equilibrium state under confining pressure of 100 kPa. To analyze whether the granular assembly is homo-
geneous, we also plot the Rose diagram of the contact normal orientation and show them in Fig. 25. We observed that
the contact normals are distributed quite evenly in all assemblies, except the smallest one with 75 particles. This result
is consistent with the finding on 2D granular assemblies reported in [36] in which a granular assembly consisting of too
few particles tends to exhibit more anisotropic responses. Nevertheless, the contact normal distribution also indicates
that a few hundreds of particles may be enough to generate a dense assembly with a statistically homogeneous fabric.
All five numerical specimens are then subjected to triaxial loading until 20% axial strain. Previous studies have
established that the boundary conditions driving the frame or surrounding wall of the unit cell may affect the macro-
scopic behavior. This sensitivity to the boundary condition is more severe when the unit cell is smaller than the RVE
size, but less important when the unit cell contains enough particles [83,33,84,53,34,36]. In particular, Miehe et al. [34]
has conducted systematic study to compare various constraints which transform periodic, linear displacement (zero
rotation) and uniform stress to particle assemblies and found that all three satisfy a priori the Hill–Mandel condition.
The study in [34] demonstrates that the linear displacement constraint produces the stiffest homogenized responses,
the uniform stress constraint leads to the softest homogenized responses, while the periodic constraint leads to the in-
termediate response which is considered the optimal choice in [33]. In this study, we conduct numerical experiments
for two types of boundary conditions, i.e. periodic boundary and frictionless rigid walls that impose linear displace-
ment and zero rotation. The shear stress responses and porosity paths of triaxial compression tests on different size of
RVEs are shown in Fig. 26.
Appendix D. Matrix form of finite strain multiscale u-p formulation
For convenience of implementation, we reformulate the finite strain multiscale u-p formulation by adopting the
Voigt notations and matrices presented in [78].
The vector for the second PK stress tensor S is expressed as
{S} = [S11 S22 S33 S12 S23 S13]T (75)
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Fig. 26. Shear stress response and porosity path of triaxial compression tests on different size of RVEs. (a)(c) RVE driven by periodic boundaries;
(b)(d) RVE driven by frictionless rigid walls.
and the Green–Lagrange strain tensor as
{E} = [E11 E22 E33 2E12 2E23 2E13]T. (76)








The nodal displacement u¯ and nodal pore pressure p¯f are organized in the form








. . . . . .]T
{p¯f } = [ p¯ f 1 p¯ f 2 . . . . . .]T.
(78)
The corresponding shape functions for displacement Nu and pore pressure Np are expressed in their matrix forms
as
Nu =
N 1u 0 0 N 2u 0 0 . . . . . .0 N 1u 0 0 N 2u 0 . . . . . .
0 0 N 1u 0 0 N
2
u . . . . . .

Np = [N 1p N 2p . . . . . .].
(79)
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The gradient of Np with respect to the reference configuration reads:
















. . . . . .

. (80)
The strain–displacement matrix BL in the total Lagrangian formulation is defined as
{δE} = BL{δu¯} (81)
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
. (82)





To obtain {Ce}DEM, we adopt the compressible neo-Hookean material model which reduces to the usual linear elastic
relation at small strain. The strain energy is expressed as:
W (I, J ) = 1
2
µDEM(I − 3− 2ln J )+ 1
2
λDEM(J − 1)2 (84)
where I = tr(C) = tr(FTF) and J = det(F). We measure bulk modulus K DEMbulk and shear modulus GDEMshear of
DEM RVEs by perturbation method and the material parameters are obtained by λDEM = K DEMbulk − 23 GDEMshear and
µDEM = GDEMshear . The elastic tangential stiffness is then obtained by
Ce
DEM
I J K L =
∂2W
∂E I J ∂EK L
. (85)

































with the symmetric strain tensor C-1 = (FTF)-1 written in the vector form as:
{C-1} = [C−111 C−122 C−133 C−112 C−123 C−113 ]T. (86)
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